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Thursday, July 11, 1974

Regents Discuss
Land Utilization,
Tenure Cases

The UNM Regents Monday voted to seek a meeting with the· state
Legislative Finance Committee, the outcome of which may determine if
UNM will go into the land development business,
·1n question are 11,500 acres south of the Albuquerque International
Airport. The land is currently owned by the state and held in trust for
UNM.
Regents President Calvin Horn said that the meeting with the LFC
would be to diseuss the "philosophy" behind whether or not the
university should purchase and develop the land. The meeting would be
set "preferably" in September.
•
·
Regents member Dr. Albert . Simms added that the question fs·
"whether or not the university should be in the real estate business. I
think it could b~ a tremendous goldmine for the university ••• and
·
could take a load off the taxpayers of the s~ate.
"But we should ask the legislators, as elected representatives of the
taxpayers, whether they (the taxpayers) would condone" UNM buying
the land for the purpose of developing it, Dr. Simms added.
Horn added that if UNM should buy the land a number of developers
could become involved with the project, whereas if it is sold privately
probably only one developer would be involved.
"But we are not going to take any rash, quick action," to buy the
METERS EN REGALIA: Despite an unofficial Lobo Poll showing a majority of student
· ~
land, ~e said.
In other action the Regents deferred from July 29 to August 22, a
opposition to paid ..rking, it looks like these babies are here to stay.
hearing to determine if Dr, Jovan Djuric, associpte professor of
electrical engineering, should be involuntarily retired.
Both Djuric and the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee are
protesting that involuntary retirement violates academic freedom and is ··
not legal according to the UNM Faculty Handbook. They are seeking a
stay against the Regents' hearing pending a coud decision on the
legality of involuntary retirement.
The Regents deferred the Djuric hearing not because of the stay,
which so far has not been issued, but because Djuric is in Yugoslavia for
By JOHN RUCKER
· cited statistics showing that 7 2 in the least bit suggested, but all the summer.
Of the Lobo Staff
They set July 29 to hear two tenure cases, involving Linda Estes,
per cent of air pollution in those polled were bona fide.
October 25, 1970 was a dark Albuquerque was directly linked students and samples were taken instructor in health, physical education and recreation, and director of
.
women's athletics; and Patrick McNamara,. associate professor of
day in the opinion of many to cars, wl)ich translates into from every parking lot.
15
out
of
64
stude~ts
expressed
sociology.
students. It was on that Sunday 300,000 tons of emissions yearly;
D. L. Hanson, chairman of the health, physical education and
that the Board of Regents
Said Horn, "We here at the mild satisfaction for, resignation
adopted a paid parking plan for university cannot hold ourselves to, or apathy toward paid parking. recreation department told the LOBO that the department has not
UNM over howls of protest from blameless. Our .parking problem Of the remaining 49 responses, officially decided to appeal the administrative decision to the Regents.
the students and faculty. Since attests to that. Each day, the more printable objections to He said that the decision would be made at a department meeting,
probably Friday.
that time, the $27 fee has become thousands of students, faculty, paid parking were as follows:
$27 is too .much to pay, and is
Both Estes and McNamara, faculty membera, were denied tenure by
a fixed part of campus life. staff and visitors converge on
Periodic protests continue, but campus-almost all of them in especially hard on poorer their departments, but the decision was overridden by the
paid p31king seems to be here to cars. • •• The glut of cars on our students. Many respondents administration.
McNamara was denied tenure by both the sociology department and
stay.
cam pus, in addition to indicated that some fee was
As Dr. Ferrel Heady contributing to pollution, does probably needed but that $27 was the Dean of Arts and Sciences, Nathaniel Wollman.
Academic Vice President Chester Travelstead and President Ferrel
commented, "It was inevitable nothing to enhance the aesthetics overdoing it.
Unfortunately, as Heady Heady overturned the decision.
that we would come up with this of the landscape."
.
McNamara says he feels he· was denied tenure by· the sociology
general kind of system." The year
In addition, Horn called for car pointed out, paid parking was
1970 saw 12,000 autos scrambling pools, improved bus routes, bike designed to be self·sufficient department because he was the last remaining member who had
for only 4700 available parking paths and even a possible ban on mon~tarily. The fee is as low as opposed policies of former chairman Richard Tomasson.
"
possible while insuring that
Estes was denied tenure by her department but the dean overturned
spaces. In 1974, students drove cars on the central campus.
slightly more autos (althqugh the
the decision. Travelstead approved the decision.
Naturally, none of this parking services break even.
A major part of this cost is the
The Regents also deferred a request by the state highway
. number of .cars didn't rise as fast · happened without protest.
as enrollment), yet central campus
· In an effort to discover exactly bus system which transports department to purchase 7.67 acres of UNM.awned land -near Gallup,
parking spaces actually declined, what it was about paid parking students from the free lots on the pending an independent appraisal by UNM officials.
The land has been appraised at $40,000 by the highway department.
that irritated students the most, I north campus. A similar
due to construction.
Environmental effects were also took a poll of 64 UNM drivers. No experiment in mass transit (at a The state wants the land to provide access roads to Zuni from the state
taken into account. Calvin Horn pretense of scientific accuracy is
(Continued on poge 5)
. ··(continued ·on page 3). highway system.

·Students Voice Their Opposition
But Paid Parking Is Here To Stay

Gay Bars:·Keystone OfA Subculture
By GAIL GOTTLIEB
Of The Lobo Staff

••

Gayness is not only the sexual preference for
members of one's own sex, it also implies, or
demands, the embracement of a particular
subculture. Perhaps the most bitter keystone of
that culture is the gay bar.
.
All of the people interviewed for these articles
admitted that the bars eon&tituted at least some
portion or their social lives. Although . the
atmosphere was decried as a "parade of bodies"
no one denied depending on the bars to make
new friends and renew old ones.
One is reminded of the way the social life in
many &mall towns centers around. the bars
because there is no other place to go. This same
thing has been true of the gay community for a
long time, and is only recently beginning to
change, Perhaps ·with the rise of ·such
organizations as Le Be and Gay People's Union
the importance of the gay bar will diminish.
.
StiU, as regrettable an institution as the gay
bar can be-as, indeed any singles bar can be-no
article on the gay community can be complete
without at least one visit to a gay bar.
Accordingly, this reporter enlisted a couple of
male friends and paid a visit to a certain
notorious establishment on Central Avenue.
The first thing one notices upon entering the
bar is ·that there is a ratio of eight or nine men to
every woman. There are several rather
improbable drq queen~ who juat milht be

•

hookers who have stra)'ed into the wrong bar
except that they seem to be well known by the
bartenders.
Other than these exceptions, however, the
general crowd seems to be quite ordinary. In
·fact, the strangest person at the bar is a
middle-aged, bona fide cowboy, who stands
gazing iJtto his drink as though the explanation
for his paradoxical situation is to be found there.
A boy and a girl make a rather half·hearted
attempt at dancing, and beside them a large,
enthusiastic man in white pants dances with
another man. The evening winds its weary way

..

Loneliness isn't a demon
easily put to rest
with transient sex

• ·rn&ru.B!i .. iiiJ1S~.~J~..JJJJJiiJ:tli!.IU&I.Il~JJJMB
ttnward, more people arrive, another toom is
opened up to reveal another dance floor, and this
reporter presently finds herself in the ladies
room, gazing morosely at a vending machine that
dispenses pocket-size cans of a feminine hygiene
spray and speculating on varioUs poS&ible reasons
tor buying one.
AI. the erowd increases, people become more
openly physical with each . other. Ass-fondling
aeems to be the favorite ge&ture, and a common
trick i~ to wear blue ·jeana with a hole itf them,

providing an avenue of entry for friendly fingers.
In spite of the openness of this phy•ical contact
men do not seem to be very much at home
ex.pre8Sing affection for each other. Their hands ·
are seized by a peculiar restlessness as if they
could find rio place where they truly belonged.
The evening drags on, and a certain joylessatmosphere settles in. Loneliness is infective, and
many of the people in this bar are very lonely,
Later on they will go home lonely and alone, or
perhaps together and still lonely. Loneliness is
not a demon easily put to rest with transient sex.,
and transient sex seems to be the only
commodity for sale here.
In sharp contrast to the openness displayed in
gay bars is the secrecy in which many members
of the gay community live within the straight
world.
,.People at work are always asking me what I
did last night, and I'm always making up a story
about some guy that took me to the movies or
something. Anything to sound normal. If they
knew, I would be fired on the spot. If my parents
knew, they would simply not speak to me again.
It's really frightening," says one anonymous
woman.
Ken Jones, of Gay People's Union, disagrees
with this, saying, "A lot of fears that gay people
have are those that they have internalized and
built up themselves. If you know a person,
whether as a friend or as an employer, that
·

·

(Continued on poge 5)

~

·better place to live.
fuel reserves and ways of speeding
are found in this country, we face
"Reliable figures indicate that up discoveries of nuclear fuels,"
a 21st Century energy crisis many some 60 per cent of the U.S. he said.
times worse than lust winter's, electrial needs will be met by
Conclusions from 'Brookins'
says geology professor Douglas nuclear reactors by 'the year 2000, work should help with these
.Brookins who is working to avoid
"These facts, coupled with the discoveries of additional nuclear
such a catastrophe.
status of reactors at the present fuels by, in effect, pinning down
"Present domestic resources of time, emphasize the need for the optimum locations to mine or
uranium, of which about 50 per accurate knowledge of our nuclear drill for uranium ore.
cent are in New Mexico, are good
until perhaps the year 2000, but
after ·that the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), U.S,
Geological Survey and other
sources indicate much greater
demand than supply," he added.
Wor.k started by Brookins
hopefully will do its part in
warding off this grim prediction.
It involves studying the origin of
uranium deposits by combining
geochemistry. and geology to
isolate the most likely locations
9:00-6:00
•
for the valuable ore.
It is funded by a $25,000 AEC
Sat.
9:00-4:00
grant. Two UNM graduate
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265·3667
students, Bimal Mukhopadhyay
and Moon J. Lee, are assisting·
':.Itt.New Office 7327 4th NW
898-9298 ....._.
Brookins with this research aimed
at ultimately making the earth a
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Di Luzio Notes Some
Effects on N.M.
By Rising ResourcesValues

,

The rising value of natural resources and how it affects New
Mexico were topics stressed in Dr. Frank Di Luzio's "Lecture
Under the Stars" at UNM Monday.
With degrees in both engineering and liberal arts, experience
with energy and economics, and presently serving as Science
Advisor to Governor Bruce King, Dr. Di Luzio brought uniquely
educated views to present crisis situations .in his speech, "The
Sociology of Natural Resources."
·
"The whole world seems to have a guilt complex" about past
squandering of resources, he observed, adding that United
States•based private corporations have mercilessly exploited other
countries and some American states, notably Virginia, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania. After resources are drained in a
particular area "nothing is left behind but holes in the ground,"
Di Luzio said.
But these past policies (fostered by the gluttony of capitalism
and its inherent need for growth) can no longer continue, Di
Luzio noted. He pointed to the rising consciousness of countries
supplying bauxite, tin, and other minerals essential to U.S.
growth, who are rebelling against U.S. control and nationalizing
their industries,
Another change crucially affecting politics and economics is
the fluctuation of money, DiLuzio said. There is no guarantee of
the stability of any currency and therefore "money is no longer
neutral." Consequently, natural resources and manufactured
products will have the only "real" value in the future and, Di
Luzio theorized, will increasingly be used in international trade
instead of money.
As an example he cited an agreement between the governments
of Common Market countries and oil·producing nations in the
Near East and Africa. It is essentially a barter agreement, trading
petroleum for manufactured products, Significantly, this treaty
exemplifies what Di Luzio feels is the inevitable economic shape
of the future:
Europe must either limit its growth (i.e. its increase in
standard·of·living) or expand its production and markets to
include Arabia and Africa-for no longer can countries grow rich
in isolation at the expense of others.
.
As to New Mexico's future Di Luzio said:
-A bill is currently pending in Congress that wiD put more
stringent controls on strip mining in the Southwest, and prevent
the Four·Corners area from becoming '!another hole,"
-Now that foreign investment.~ are no longer lucrative to U,S.
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Mo,ndltY night to a gathering on the
mall about "The Sociology of National Resources" as part of the
Lecture Under the Stars series.
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state 1s beco!lung available.
-The major problems hindering industry in New Mexico are
absence of a "low cost energy,'' and current waste of our water
resources.
"
-New Mexico will have a controlling voice in the future
development of its resources, and may legally reserve raw
materials for use in this state.
-Although the theories have been around for years utilization
of solar energy and desalinization of water are ·achiev~ble in New
Mexico only with research and development of the "hardware" to
bring them into widespread use.
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Nothing to do
Friday night

DANCE
at the

Pre-Inventory Sale
10% off entire stock
As much as 50% off on some items.
Brand names like Levi, Lee, Hang 10,
Joel Shirts, Madman Shirts.

Vol. 77

No, 151

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone ( 506) 2774102, 277-4202
. The New Mexico Dally Lobo is pubhshed Monday through Fri~ •Y every
r~gular week_ o! the Univetaity ye8r
and weekly during the summer session
by the Board of Student Publications of
the University of New Mexico and is
not financiaJiy· associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at AlhuqUer«IUe, New Mex:ico 87131. Subscription
rate is $7.~0. for the academic )'Car.
The opm10ns expressed on the editorial pagea of The Daily Lobo nrc
th'!Se of the author solely, UnSigned
opmion is thnt (lf the editorial bonrd
of The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in
The J?aily Lobo nec.-ssarily ,fepresents
the .v1cws of the Upiversity of New
Mex1co~
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RED HOT PANTS
....
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(continued fromp(lf1e 2)
·~ves~ors, the. cap1ta.I formerly lacking for development in this ·
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featuring the fties
and roll band (now
playing at the Triangle
Bar).
8:30 Friday July 12
Sub Ballroom
$1.00 couples/$1.50
Spllll:'iCJretl hy t~ SI!Kir111 "••ptll!rJ
tho Nt:~· M•al•" c:MI l.il~<rtlc>

(continued on page 3)
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nickel a head) in 197:0 lasted one
week and lost over a "thousand
dollars.
Heady felt that "it is very
desirable to have free parking. On
other campuses, if you don't pay
for parking, you walk." The
question of reducing the parking
fee thus hangs on whether
students in the free parking areas
are willing to put up with reduced
(or even eliminated) bus service
from the north campus.
Other complaints voiced were
that the fee is not refundable for
students dropping out of the
university; that students were
unjustly confined to one area and
were ticketed for parking
elsewhere; that faculty paid much
higher fees (up to four times as
high) while receiving no better
services; and that dorm residents
were in effect charged a parking
tax in addition to room rent.
Some of these objections may
be ironed out next semester, but
the second most frequent
complaint, that of the price of
parking tickets, may not. A
parking violation on campus how
costs five dollars, off campus one
dollar. Adding insult to injury,
those who fail to pay tickets may
be towed away.
The underlying complaint
about paid parking seems to be a
sense of nonresponsiveness on the
part of ASUNM, the
admi.nistration and most
especially the Regents. Many
students feel that the fee was
imposed on them without their
consent, and no matter how the
program was set up, this feeling
remains.
Not everyone was opposed to
paid parking, nor were the more
violent critics totally dead set
against some form of paid
parking •. The most noted
advantage of paid parking was
that it gave some order to the
parking situation. Dr. Heady also
noted that "one benefit is a
in aimless auto ~@~

I

l1®\YJD9$)®
CORDUROY
JEAN

BELLS

••

Traditional , , , Levi's
corduroy in
seven colors
all sizes

~

(cruising' around waiting for a
parking spot to become open) on
the central campus,"
Despite campaign promises,
letters to the editor and high cost,
the paid parking system seems
destined to endure. Horn long ago
called on ASUNM to develop
plans for alternative
transportation for students. The
silence was deafening. At this
point students seem to have three
options-pay the $27, refuse to
pay and vainly sel!rch for a
parking place on the shrinking
north campus lots, or ride a
.picycle.
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Luxury Living
1~ Blk. from campus
s160/mo.Columbian East and
Columbian West Apts.
Feature~:

Swimming Pool-Barbeque
Recreation Rooms-Shag· Carpet
Sun Deck-Dishwasher-Security System

Now accepting Reservations
for fall-no lease required
Columbian East
Mike Rakes
208 Columbia SE
266-4070
Columbian West
Tony Sam
209 Columbia SE
255-2685
Come by or Call

We're Stripping the store ofSummer Clothes

SALE~-~off

lJUta

Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters-Tortas-Heros-etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads
Rice table
(for 2 or more-with reservation)
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Reasonable Prices of course
Bike m,•ks.fol·your <'Oill'<!lth!ll<'l!,

New Dining Room
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F r iday &S atu rday IIIlO
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.
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5 un day....Thuhuaylt:OOa.m
... t:{)()a,m. _
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Telephone 765-5671

1600 Central SE

II

Mini Mall

171 0 Central ·sE

~·MEN

lor appointment call Ron
107 Washington S.E.

(one block south of Central on Washington)

13.00

Sign of the P amp~red .I\'!aiden
2937 Monte Vista NE (on the Triangle)
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Daily Lobo

•

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
•

We Call The A cuffs' Bluff
We'd be the first to admit the Lobo is far from
perfect. Our coverage, like that of any newspaper
for that matter, is limited. We can't see every factor
affecting an event nor do we have the space to print
even all those we do uncover. We do try to be as
thorough as possible. When someone criticizes the
Lobo without attempting to do likewise, we feel
justifiably upset. Take for instance the. following
commentary printed in the New Mexico
Independent of July 5th:
"The Lobo at UNM has a peculiar fascination
with driving, the Miss Nude Sunbather Contest into
the ground.
"That forlorn event lost money this year, besides
producing some sociological humor as usual. But the
Lobo and Seer's Catalogue, a youth-oriented
underground paper, have always managed to find
therein issues of great philosophical significance,
ranging from white slavery to unharmonious ringing
of the celestial spheres.

"The· event only provoked a yawn over at our
office, and that about sums up our attitude toward
the hydrophobic coverage attending same."
The staff at the Independent has been doing a
little more yawning than they attest to. To refresh
their wandering memories, the June 27th Miss Nude
Sunbather article by Karl Vera and Ginny Calvin
was a first. We've searched our file of back issues,
and unless the Independent possesses i! more

Editorial"
complete file of our material than us, the Lobo has
never before printed a report on the contest. One
article hardly merits the term "peculiar
fascination."
Seer's has covered the event twice and it, is
probable the "peculiar fascination" directed toward
us was somehow meant to bury the "underground."
Seer's is the number one competition of the
Independent. Both newspapers appeal to a liberal

5Gay Bars . . .

t
~
i·

";,
(continued from page I)
;EJ per$on ' !Yill be able to accept the fact that you
combating oppression is establishing a one·to-one
1>: are gay,
exchange among people. Heterosexual society
os
Wa_U. Street ~ournal recently ra!" ~ . art~cle
~as .a l~t o_f stereotypes about us. One really
] exa.mmmg posSible employment dJScr•mmatu'm
JIODIC thmg IS that then gays think that they have
~ agams~ gay peopl~, and con~lu_ded th?t while it
to somehow fit into these categories, play these
f-1 was still present, 1t was vamshmg rap•dly. More
roles, and when they don't it makes them feel
worse."
0 importantly, the article stated that advancement
possibilities once denied to open members of the
A gay woman, discussing the oppression of
~ gay community were no longer being withheld,
role-playing, said, "You can go to a bar and
t
Parents are not regulated by the American
meet a woman who is dressed like a man' who
§ Civil Liberties Union, however, and the decision
has been working as a m.iner or someth. i~g to
§ of whether or not to tell one's parents is not
support her lover who just stays at home and
1:1.1
made lightir.
after a while you realize that she's not a wdman
g Bobbie Seigel, of Juniper, explained her
she's a man. An old-line dyke. She thinks like~
"j;l · reasons for not telling her motlier. "My mother
man, and it's just as bad in a woman as in a man.
~ would worry about it, and she would feel
What I object to in men has got nothing to do
It resp~nsible. Really, by teUing her I would be
with their physique or ack thereof it's the way
il . forcmg her to take responsibility for it, and it
so many of them think, the way ihey react to
Z doesn't have anything to do with her."
other people."
II!
Ken Jones, of GPU, has told his parents, and
A rejection of role-playing inevitably conflicts
!'. says that "they don't accept it fully, but I think
with the most basic foundations of society and
l, they understand that my feelings are sincere."
gay people with a sense of community may find
In discussing general oppression by the straight
that they must reject more of straight society
society, Jones said, "It does happen. Again,
than one might think.
however, I think that much of it is internalized.
Ken Jones said, "As an individual when you
You can kind of do it to yourself.
are battling the whole structur~ of male
"One of the most important things abo11t
dominance, that's pretty political."

Cll

•

I

.g

readership and both purport to be the labors of S
conscientious, hard-wor~ing journalists. As is also
apparent to anyone who's read recent issues of the ~ ·
two, both are waging a print war against each other. I!
Criticizing another paper is fine. In fact, it's
essential for the well being of the press. But when ::-=
unfounded and untrue allegations geared to increase
newspaper sales take precedence over fact, the '<
public is being slighted.
Neither the &:ers' article nor the Lobo's contains :D
answers to problems as crucial as the;;!
"unharmonious ringing of the celestial spheres."
Neither panders to fears of white sl;~very, although
both explore the subjected role of women inherent
in flesh pageants like the Miss Nude Sunbather
Contest. Mark and Mary Acuff, publishers of the
Independent, should be ashamed.
And that about sums up O!Jr attitude toward the
harangue of hyperbolic hogwash appearing in the
Independent. Yawn.

'!

!5:
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Regents Discuss Land
(continued from page 1)
In other action the Regents
adopted, in principle, a basis for a
new medical practice plan for the
faculty of the UNM School of
Medicine. The final plan will be
submitted to the Regents at a
. later date.
The new plan, if ultimately .
approved, would allow the clinical
faculty of the school to receive
additional income above their
state-paid base salaries. That
added compensation would come
from professional fees earned in
health facilities under contract
with the medical school.
Dr. Robert Kugel,
newly-appointed vice president
for health sciences, presented the
proposed medical plan stating that
the primary change would involve
:mowing the clinical faculty to
bC'come "geographical full·thnc
employees" rather than "strict
full-time employees" as is Jtow the
case.
He explained that "faculty
lll<'mbcrs involved witl1 patient
cn~P may receive additional
income derived from professional
fees in accord with guidelines
(still) to be established.
Currently, School of Medicine
faculty members are restricted to
a flat base salary, he said.

Commentary
grown away from simply being an organ of entertainment and
developed into a necessary conduit between the government and the
public.
The antagonism that has come about towards the press is not because
of factual distortion (although reporters have not always been
thorough) or because of what John Connally calls "character
assassination" but because people are becoming tired of hearing about
progressively worsening conditions. Their reaction is understandable
but their choosing of a scapegoat in the press is dangerous. It is the
duty of a news reporter to transmit the news, and if that happens to be
the revealing of mass corruption, the .shortage of food, or any other
news item, good or bad, it must be told if a society is to be open and
tolerant.
An example of what can happen to free speech and thought is seen in
one recent action by the Soviet Union. When reporters attempted to
transmit reports about the conditions of Soviet Jews back to the United
States they were promptly cut oft.
The freedom to speak what we think and feel is still largely a reality
in this country but the attacks upon this right are becoming more
volatile daily. As the style of modern life becomes more confining and
less attuned to the individual's needs, it is essential that we maintain a
tree and flexible press if we wish to reverse the process of conformity
we are now experiencing.

Editorial
Board
Unsigned Mitodals. repreoent a tna.iorlty opinion of the
Dally Lobo staff, All other columns, cartoons and letters
Nprell!nt the opinion of the author and do not necellllllrily
rconect the views of the staff.

'THE MOST OBVIOUS INFLATION SOLUTION IS TO FIRE US •• , I HOPE NOBODY
THINKS Of IT!'

Letter s [, ; ,-;,: , .'c': '.'_'.':L': .:'/xs.~:~_:·;·.: _: ?:~: .: ,: : '..';_·:·,:r: .:; _·:~:):.i.-.
He's Not Impressed With Independent
Dear Editor:
gossip and sliake the gnarled finger
I noticed that the overseeing soul of
with super-annuated wrath. It is just
parochial journalism, Mark Acuff,
that Acuff does it with so much
condescended to mention the LOBO in
pomposity one wonders whether it is
his "Media commentary" last week in
the pre-senescent sign of a frustrated
the New Mexico Independent.
journalist.
Naturally it was only to smugly
For instance take the fatherly tones
denounce the Miss Nude Sunbathing
he used last week when he reproached
article.
various media in town. With revelaing
According to Acuff, "the event only
authoritarianism, Acuff lambasted the
provoked a yawn over here at the
"leaderless" Albuquerque Journal.
office."
"Good newspapers never are r11n by
Considering the slothful animation
committee," he said. "It seems to be
the Independent office usually has,
one business which requires a firm
that was an over-reaction.
hand at the steering wheel."
Nevertheless, the Independent
Such platitudinous admonishments
comes out with some halfway decent
are retninescent of the Junior High
articles now and then. The strange
School football coach brand of
thing is that one never finds Acuff's
mentality. Fortunately he spared us
by·line on any of them. He seems to be
the usual "Captain, 0 My Captain,"
content searching for joutnalistic
refrain.
pecadilloes as if he were some
Acuff ended his tip-from·the·not·
arterio-sclerotic proofreader.
. SO•Wise-guy by saying, "That firtn
This is all right; every town needs its command authority ought to go to
nagging mother hen to spread the
someone else, and fairly soon."
Editor
Michael Minturn

Minaging Editor
Scott Eaton

News Editor
George Johnson

Arts & Media

Sports Editor

Jon Bowmen

O.l.ionas

One can imagine the staff at the
Journal shuffling their feet and
mumbling, "Yowsah, Mr. BossMan,
anvthin' you say!"
The paternalistic theme was a bit
more subdued in the commentary on
the LOBO, but it still rang with the
rattles of a liberal curmudgeon who has
seen. his day.
Surely anyone who terms the Miss
Nude Sunbather Contest as a "forlorn
event" is sentimentalizing over the
banal and becoming wistful over the
air-conditioned nightmare of American
vapiditY in the great liberal tradition of
the ineffectual "it's all right folks"
attitude.
But I realize that the Independent
has more important things to be
concerned about, like "bringing back
the vision" {all the way from New
Jersey?} and trying to save that bland
monumental concrete chancre, the
Ilfeld Building.
Jim Graebner

Reporters
Diane Ro.
John Rucker
Karl Vera
Cathy Wanek
Gail Gottl ilib

The Central New Mexico Audubon
Society wUI meet ThursdaY, June 20 at
7:30 in the Physics and Astronomy
Building, Lomas and Yale. Slides wUI
be shown on bird migration in the
lljmalayas. The public is invited.

r. . . . . .

After hours of painstaking
labor and months of preliminary
.leg work, the LOBO is proud to •
present the first, and probably the
last, nude centerfold of Harry
Kinney, You can see the result of
our efforts by turning to pages ten
and eleven.
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Are your food costs
out of sight?
Have gasoline costs for
commuting gotten you down?

1.

The Press And
Public Interest

By JOE MONAHAN
Of the Lobo Staff
In the past year we have seen the decline in approval for most
government institutions. The presidency gets a 26% approval rate, the
congress even lower. But government is not the only public institution
that is experiencing disapproval. The percentage of people who consider
the press to being doing a good job has also dropped; right now it
stands at about 35%,
It seems odd to me that the press should be held in such low esteem.
After unraveling Watergate and continuing to translate complex
problems into understandable terms, I would think that the people
would appreciate this effort. The public of the seventies does not see
the press as a public information service, although that is what is has
been evolving into since the early sixties.
The reporters of the early 20th century were men and women
(mostly men) who were after a story; they had no substantial concept
of J;he public interest and their newspapers reeked with·sensationalism.
This type of reporting was negligent in investigating the many social
problema that were taking place but cannot be harshly condemned for
its reporting on government activities. The government of this era was
basically uncomplicated and invited an attitude of complacency, not
aggressive reporting. This manner of journalism and the attitude that
accompanies it has not disappeared. But there has been noticeable
changes in the news and articles we read today.
Among these. changes is. the sense of obligation to the people. As
society has become more complex, government has become more
specialized, thus leaving it less understandable to the citizetts. Realizing
this, both the media and the public, through mutual responsiveness,
have built a huge and important organization. Its role has increasingly

There will be a Senate meeting at
the International Center at 1:00 p.m.
on Sunday, July 14,

_____

SOUND IDEAS

You can rent for 30 days
if you wish

IJ
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Before you buy mailorder, please check our deals!
Not only are our prices co~petitive but
*you hear and compare before you buy
*you pay when you receive your equipment
*you need not worry about shipping damage
or faulty merchandise, that's our responsibility.
*you have a local bonafide d~aler to service
your audio needs
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A typical system
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FM·5
SCA80Q
Shown in
Optional
Cabinet

Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Come by and look us over.

E. Spolsky-277-4436 or 243-6038

8 am to 5 pm

842-6991

where you can walk to class and
we do the cooking and cleaning!

Part-time (7 hours a week)
Hebrew teacher for children
of Chavurah School
Contact Professor S. Karni
277-2600 or 268-4 155

Earn $ 10 a week
donate twice weekly

DONOR CENTER

THEN LIVE AT
COLLEGE INN!

• • •

Hebrew Teacher Wanted

DO YOU NEED
CASH?

'

•

Dr. Leonard Napolitano, dean are to become largely self
;;.._
of the School of Medicine, told supporting."
the Regents that most medical
The film I am Pablo Neruda will be
schools in· the country have
Friday, July 12, at 8:00p.m. at
discarded the straight base salary show11
the Kiva. There wUJ be English and
concept ana gone to the Spanlah reading of Neruda's poetry,
geographical principle. "We must and a folio of graphics by John DePuy
and Rini Templeton illustrating
also move this way if we are to excerpts
of Neruda's poems will be on
remain competitive with other display and available for orders.
medical schools, particularly here Donations and money received for the
in the southwest •.• (and) if we folios will go to the Chilean Refugee
Relief Fund.

,

BLOOD
PLASMA

Do you want lot~ of food
(no limit), maid service
and plenty of parking?

System '599.00
ARXI with a shure M91 ED Our individual component prices are good also. . List '840.00
1624 Eubank NE

292-1188

Open evenings till 8:00 p.m.
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Child Care Staff Looks
at 'Youth Literature',
Arts & Media Editor's Note: In
this series of reviews, and in
others to come, the staff of the
UNM Child Care Co-op will
examine children's books in terms·
of what they are doing to our
youngsters' heads, The staff will
also be letting us know what the
children at the Co·op thought of
each book they review.
"AMIGO"
by Byrd Baylor Schweitzer
MacMillan/$4.ll5
Byrd Baylor Schweitzer's
Amigo stopped me at the 'first
page, 'l'here was the poor Mexican
peasant, so romantic in his
poverty, singing •.• "Troubles
run/ Fast and far/ Past the
mountains/ behind a star."/ Plink/
Plink/ A-plink."
The plot is simple enough. Boy
wants a dog but he can't have a
dog (the family is too poor) so he
has a prairie dog instead, The
book is long for a children's
picture, The children I read it to
lost interest after a few pages. It is
written in a poetic prose which is
hard to read aloud. The front
cover of the book is pleasant
which is probably why people buy
it. Personally, I found it long,
boring and insulting. Perhaps Ms.
Schweitzer can find a job with the
Mexican tourist council.

i

Bored Walk

~

Saturday, July 13th
schools. To put it brieflY!' a Films: "Under Milkwood" and Opera: "La Boheme" at the
"The
Immort;ll
Story"
at
Don
children's book had to be sexually
Santa Fe Opera, 9 p.m.
Pancho's.
clean, and liked somewhat by
Recital:
Robert Gewit:l:, piano, in
"Chinatown,"
directed
by
children. Nowadays, a children's
Keller Hall, 8:15p.m.
Roman
Polanski,
at
the
Mall
book doesn't necessarily have to
'
Cinema.
be sexually clean (though most of
Sunday, July 14th
them are). It must be liked by
Thmsday, July 11th
TV: "Story on Page One,"
children,
Radio· "The Evolution of Earth's
newspaper flick of reknown,
Changes, Changes is one of the
Bio~phere," KUNM, 7 p.m.
plays on Channel 7, 1 p.m.
few books which meets this • Drama: George Bernard Shaw's
standard. Its characters are
"Candida" at the Adobe, 8:30
July 15th
wooden puppets, who change a
p m Performances through Radio:Monday,
KUNM
b·roadcasts a
set of building blocks to meet
s~nday.
three-hour
.dramatization
of the
ch.anging circu;tnstances aro~nd
Friday, July 12th
Supreme Court hearings in the
them. The plot 1s what I cons1der Opera: "The Magic Flute" at the
case of the U.S. vs. Richard
to be ~afe, meaning_that i~ doesn't
Santa Fe Opera, 9 p.m.
Nixon, 7 p.m.
deal w1t~ any mater1al 'Yh1ch ha_s a Poetry Reading:David Johnson, Concert: The Feed Lot Four,
potential of becommg rac1st,
Crawford MacCallum Faride
barbershop quartet, perform in
sexist, or repressive.
Reyes, Silda Rivas-QuiJano and
Keller Hall, 8 p.m.
Changes, C~anges also has ~he
Sabine Ulibarri read the poetry
Tuesday, July 16th
added attraction of not havmg
of Pablo Neruda 8 p.m in the I:tecital: M. Raudales, piano, at
Kiva
'
'
any words. Because of this it is a
Keller Hall, 8 ;15 p.m.
challenge to the creativity and
'
Radio:
"Monogamy; Does It
imagination of the reader whether
he or she be child or adult, Such
books are badly needed.

"WHERE IS IT?"
by Tana Hoban
MacMillan/$4.95
With a minimum of words and
a maximum of enjoyable
photographs, Tana Hoban takes
the reader on a curious search
with a white rabbit. This is a very
soft, tame fantasy, It bounds
through flowers, trees and fields
from a rabbitish point of view.
Where Is It? is really too simple
for many children over three, but
the two year olds loved it. They
could get into telling the tale back
~o me and making their own
stories from it.
"WISH AGAIN, BIG BEAR"
The price of the book ($4.95)
by Richard J, Margolis
is a little steep and I thought more
MaeMillan/954
interesting things might have been
Remember the story of the done with the words, but it was a
fisherman who caught a magic fish likable book and the pictures are
and spared his life upon the great.
promise of three wishes? In Wish
Again Big Bear, Richard Margolis
has brought this fairy tale
Nancy Newhall
thudding down to earth. The
fisherman is an ungainly bear. The
fish is a liar, who--after ten pages
Dies After
of laughing at the bear ·and
tricking him--decides to become
Boating Mi:5hap
his friend (thereby granting the
last wish). Robert Lopshire has
illustrated the text in appropriate
Mrs. Nancy Newhall of 20 Link
tones of camouflage.
SW died Sunday in Jackson, Wyo.
The story and the drawings left She was 65.
me bored and disappointed. "Not
She was the wife of
so," said the children I read it to. internationally famous
The four year old liked the bear, photographer-historian Beaumont
the five year old liked the fish, Newhall. Newhall has been a
and the ten year old liked them visiting professor of art at UNM
both for becoming friends. since 1971.
However, when given the choice
Mrs. Newhall was injured June
between Wish Again Big Bear and 28 in a boating accident at Grand
a comic b2ok, we all came to 'l'eton National Park when a giant
instant agreement.
spruce tree crashed onto a rubber
raft. The couple, which had no
"CHANGES, CHANGES"
children, were on a Vacation at the
by Pat Hutchins
time of the accident.
MacMillan/$4.95
She had suffered broken ribs, a
Ten years ago a children's book compound fracture of the lower
required very little to be left leg and internal injuries in the
acceptable for use in most accident.

~

Work?," KUNM, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, July 17th
.a.
Dpera: "The Magic Flute" at the
Santa Fe Opera, 9 p.m.

NDWDPEN
FDR RENTAL
U-STDRE-IT
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UN M ASS IS 'l' AN 'l'
0 BASKETBALL COACH, JOHN
.r> WHISENANT of Moses Malone
recruiting fame, criticized the
t eastern news media, Tuesday, for
8 "biased and unfair" coverage in
~ the recruiting fiasco.
rl.l
Whisenant, on his first day back
8 from a vaction after months of
·~ chasing Malone. in Petersburg,
~ Virginia, said the Washington Post
ii: and Richmond newspapers were
~ ------------"'"'
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Mini Storages
~
All Sizes
~
$12.00 per month and up. ~

Rm•rican
S•lf Stara~g•

Whisenant Says Eastern News Media Is

.........

Cove:red
'Aragon

5220 San Mateo NE

Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry

!145-Eili!l&

OLD TOWN

UNM and Clemson with
accu sa ti o ns of recruiting
violations,
"These papers all centered on
us (UNM) and Clemson," said
Wltisenant, "despite the fact there
were ten or 15 other schools
actively recruiting Malone,"
"There were rumors, all over
Petersburg while 1 was there.
One said Maryland offered
Malone $2000 and a car. J.'m sure
the rumor was false but the point
is the papers never printed
anything about that. Yet small
things like my loaning Moses my
car were blown up. This is what I
call biased and unfair reporting."
A STORY IN THE YUMA
DAILY SUN of Arizona, quoted
Whisenant as saying he was

:m11
1111

11111

(Photo by .Joek Costeau)

Alphonse

PEC fishing For
the Big Ones
Contrary to rumors, Mrs.
Cabrilla's. errant pet, Alphonse,
did not attend last week's Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
meeting, The committee did meet
though and the following acts
were voted upon:
-War for August 2nd
-New Riders of the Purple
Sage for October 11th or 13th
-Grateful Dead on the 27th of
October
--George Harrison for the 15th
of ·November
All acts were given a tentative
vote of yes, so barring
cancellations, UNM should be
hauling in quite a catch in the
months to come.
The next meeting of the PEC is
slated for Monday at 2 p.m. in
room 248 of the SUB.

New Shipment Just A-:-rivedll
Special this weekend
Fri. and Sat. only.

"McDonald's Ouarter·Pounder. Or Ouar1cr·Poundcr
with Cheese. Just right for a. heavy appetite."

politicians, because the eastern
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Reinhardt
Goes Pro
Alexandra Reinhardt, last

'
The handmade bicycle of France

~I

THE BIKE SHDP,
82.9 Y al• S.E.

LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

..·'

LI*LA
.SUB SANDWICHES
3624 Central S.E. 266·1981
• ITALIAN SAUSAGE • MEATBALL
• EGGPLANT
• PORK & PEPPERS
PLUS OVER 50 other subs!

Hours 11 am-1 Opm Monday thru Sat"'rday 3pm-9pm Sunday

14.00

IMcH.

UIUI

THE FINEST ITALIAN AMERICAN DELICATESSEN
COLD CUTS • CUT TO YOUR ORDER •
TO TAKEOUT!

thelastmonth.Almostallschools
are guilty of minor violations. The
only danger is if the press plays it
up so public pressure forces the
NCAA to take action which they
normally wouldn't"take.
' ' W E E X P E C T ED AN
(continued on page 8)

press does not always print the
truth,
"Moses called me last Friday,"
said Whisenant "and told me he's
told reporters over and over that
UNM didn't do anything
wrong-but that never gets printed
back there."
The only accusation against

IUIII
Thorn-Proof tubes (an $8.00 value) installed
free with purchase of any new

842-!ljDD

Whisenant loaned Malone his
rented car.
"This is really a very minor
violation," said Wltisenant, "and
it's not the kind of violation the
NCAA is looking for,
"Being asked whether I broke a.
minor recruiting violation is like

I
Distributed by Quality Import Company

year's UNM golfing sensation and
this year's City Women golf
champion, has turned
professional.
The 20-year-old, Ms. Reinhardt
was one of 11 new golfers who
earned their players cards to begin
competing for money on the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour.
As a sophomore, last year, Ms.
Reinhardt was the nucleus of a
newly formed women's team
under coach AI Lovato,
"It was no real surprise to me
that she tmned pro," said Lovato.
"I'd talked to her about the
possibility for the last year.''
In her first professional
tournament, the Niagara Frontier
Golf Classics last week, Ms.
Reinhardt finished way back after
having rounds of 86 and 82 the
first two days. But Lovato still
feels that she's ready for the tour.
• 'As far as her game is
conccrncd she's ready for the pro
circuit. She'll get better with
experience. There aren't very
many collegiate tournaments for
women anyway so staying at
UNM wouldn't have helped her
game any."
Men's golf coach Dick McGuire
said that he tried to convince Ms.
Rehthardt, as a friend, to stay in
college at least one more year.
"She's got the game and the
personality for the tour," said
McGuire, "but 1 thought it would
be better for her to lay back one
moreyear.u
Lovato also attempted to talk
Ms. Reinhardt into staying but
only for the education.
"I wanted her to finish college
so she'll have something . to fall
back 011 it' she didn't make it. But,
she was tired of school and
wanted to give this a try.
Ms. Reinhardt, a former Sandia
H.S. graduate finished second at
the Women's intercollegiate
championship after coming in
fourth her freshman :veal'.

SHOP
2120 Central S.E.

.

ltletnbic
Guitars and
Basses
America's greatest custom
shop now has a dealer
in Albuquerque!
The Alembic instruments
are made to the
highest level of
craftsmanship with
state of the art
electronics.
See them now!
TilE

Electri'c Sbpp
AT 111E

·

[§~ii53
2212 Central, SE

•

266-2338

Turpen Will
Join UNM
Poli. Sci. Dept.

Whisenant

• • •

(Continued from page 7)
iNVESTIGATION as soon as we
started after Malone. He's a super
player from a poor backpou!ld,
which creates the perfect s1tuatlon
for recruiting violations. We went
into this thing with the intention
of being extra clean because we
khew an investigation would be
inevitable."
.
Wh ise nan t still insists that
Malone really wanted to come to
UNM but that pressure by his
mother finally won out.
"Moses had a picture in his
mind, before all the recruiting
began of the type of school he
wanted to go to. He likes the
southwest because of the climate
and he wanted to play for an
enthusiastic crowd. He also
wanted to go to a school that was
in the top twenty but not in the
top three. UNM fit· his
expectations perfectly,
"I've got to admit though,"
said Whisenant, "I did a terrific
recruiting job too.''

A specialist in the American
judiciary will join the UNM
political science faculty this fall as
a visiting assistant professor,
Bernadyne Turpen is
completing work on a doctoral
dissertation on "The Impact of a
Supreme Co\}rt Case: Gideon v.
Wainwright."
The1andmark case arose from a
Florida trial. The Supreme Court
ultimately ruled that indigents in
state criminal cases have a right to
counsel. Legal aid to indigent
defendants previously had been
guaranteed only in federal courts.
Professor Turpen earned her
master's degree in government and
economics from Texas Tech
University in 1965, She was a
UNM lecturer in political science
last year,

International Center, 1808 Las Lomas
N.E. Come out and meet some folks.
There will be a rap session on
contraception and sexualtiy at the
Student Health Center, room 220,
Tuesday~, from tw~ till four.
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee will meet Thursday, July
11, at 7; 3Q p,m. at Chicano Studies,
1815 Roma N,E. ·
·
The UNM Gay Peoples Union will
meet ThiDsday July 11 at 7:30 at the

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms : Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism BuUding, Room 206,
or btl mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

July 15
ucomedy Sing-<?ut~
Barbershop Style"
The Feed-Lot four
from Fort Collins; Colorado

t')

1IJigg's Pool
PooJRoom
Tables, Air-Hockey,
I
Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball. .

I Food served exclusively from
I
Casa Luna

UNM
Keller Hall
ll"Ciures ,..u bt' held Monda~ l'Y~nons• .It a p '" In Colli' or b•d
,.,.edlher,tho<l.' l<•<lut<•~ KhrduiNI for tht• Ct•ntr~l \1~11 ~"<til be mo•cd
thrw ,. no ddmtl~ton charll!' The- gC"ncral IJUbltt IS

\!Jttere

dcxzs the

snowc;p?

1(4YAKING

Try Kayaking with
Mountains and River's Kayak
School. Free Movie and
Introductory discussion
at 8:00p.m. Thursday;
July f 1 at Mountains
Rivers
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SUICIDE ie a permanent solution to
temporary problems. Will listen. AGORA.
277·3013,
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247·9819.
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Summer 1974 Series
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Custom Jewelry

~

by TOM THOMASON

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. mM Carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
rates, 298-7U7.
7/3
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM guitar major. Student of Hector
7/3
Garcia. 265·2696, 242.0686.
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical . Program offers legal services
for students · and staff. Fumlshed by
qualified law students under faculty supervision. Availability limited to those
whose assets and income do not exceed
established guidelines, GOt registration
fcc. Call 277-2913 or 277·8604 for· in·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
tfn
iii:AGEB-PORTRAIT, PASSSPORT, BP•
pJicatlon photographs. Close, quick,
sane. 2812-A Central SE. Behind Butter'1/26
fields. 266·9967.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing,
Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
7/26

''Lectu
Under the
Stars''

Freshmen and Sophomore member$
of the football team will be required to ~
live in the College Inn next year, Any ~
Junior or Senior member of the team ,.r¥J
who also desires to live in the College
Inn shoudl make arrangements with ID
Coach Huey immediately,
~

The Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N.W.
Old Town

•

IC

FOR RENT

MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS has backpacking equipment rentals and sales.
Rent what you're thinking of buying and
get one day's rental fee of! purchase
prlre. Raft rentals also. MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS, acrose the street at 2210
' Central SE.
7/26
5) FOR SALE
FIELD BRED -=m=-=I==s=u:--:s=E=T=T=E=R=s,--=s=so.
Call 268·9684 evenings & weekends. 7/18
LA R G E New Shipment ANTIQUE
CLOTHES, 20's, 30's, 40's, from simple
dresses to silk gowns. THE SILVER
SUNBEAM, 3409 Central NE.
COLLIEB-Bluc Merle & T-r-i--c-ol-or-/~A~K~C-1
health guarantecd/$76. 266-0069,
'1/9
'G4 RAMBLER AMERICAN automatic.
Excellent condition, new engine. $600,
255·3513.
7/11
BICYCLES. Largest selection and lowest
prices in New Mexico on finest European makes. Name brand parts &
quality service. R. C. Hallett WORLD
CHAMPION. BICYCLES, 2122 Coni
Place SE. Phone 843-9378.
6/27
QUALITY BIKING &: BACKPACKING
EQUIPMENT & accesr~orie!l at the
TRAIL BAUS, 1031 San Mateo SE.
Wilderness EQuipment specialists since
1967-RENTALB-Phone 266-9190, 7/25

DO YOUR OWN THING
WITH OUR STEREO

Radio &Phonograph
Entertainment Center
o

1-

BACKPA(jKERS Come inspeet New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at· B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
'1/25
6}

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED - TECHNICAL ABSTRACTORS Part time Five to ten
graduate students are being sought to
write informative abstracts of state
gov't documents. Work to start in JUly
and .run thru September or October. Ap·
pJicants should have IILn undergraduate
degree in EngJJsh, Humanities, or ·In a
technical area with good writing skills:
and presently be a graduate student at
U.N.M. Contact Richard Diener, Tech·
nology AptJIIeation Center (277·4227).
PART-TIME .JOB afternoons 1: evenings,
Must be over 21 yra, old. Apply in per·
eon-graduate students only. SAVE
WAY Liauor Store, 670' Lomas NE.
6/27
TEACHERS WANTED. West & other
state!!. Soutbwl!!lt Teachers A~rency, Box
4337, Afou., N.M. 8'1106. Member of
National Association Teachers Agencies.
Teacher placement since 1946.
7/25

7)
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Almost Any Combination
You Want•••
Receiver and Cassette
Receiver and 8-Track Tape Player
Receiver, Phono, Cassette Units
8-Trac.k Units
WITH SPEAKERS TO MATCH .

IF YOU HAVE an old upright· or spinet
Plano to sell f'or $100 or Jesli, Call Dave ~
243-6134.
.
7/18
PRE-MED STUDENTS , , • planning to
study medldne in a French-speaking
country should consider a :veal' of study
abroad at the Institute for American
Universities, 27 plaee de l'Unlverslte,
13625 Aix-en•Provence, France,
·
PRE-LAW STUDENTS , , • should eon•
alder a year of baekground. In Enallsh
History, Government and Polities at the
Brltillh Studii!JI Centre, 78 Castle Binet
Canterbt11'Y, Kent CTl 2QD, Enrland.
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SOUND BY •••
OPEN FRI. NmS 'til 9 PM

3011 MONTE VISTA N.E.
(~r Girard &

Central N.E.) .

Al..... aHerllertlr,_

